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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A company implementing Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management has multiple warehouses, some of which are
Warehouse Management-enabled. 

The company must hold inventory for the following purposes: 

On-hand inventory available for all transactions except for sales orders. Automatic hold on inbound purchase order
inventory. Damaged on-hand inventory that can be transferred from a mobile device, leaving the undamaged inventory 

available. 

You need to determine the feature that applies to each company requirement. 

Which features should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Ordered reserved 

On-hand inventory available for all transactions except for sales orders. 

Query your on-hand inventory 

To check the availability of inventory, go to Inventory management > Inquiries and reports > On-hand list. 

The On-hand list page is automatically updated when transactions are made in inventory. Those transactions might be
forecasted, physical, or financial transactions. 

For each matching item, the On-hand grid provides the following columns of inventory information. 

*

 Ordered reserved - The total quantity that is reserved on ordered receipts. The value in this field represents the total
quantity of items in outbound transactions that have a status of Ordered reserved. Items that are reserved as ordered
aren\\'t 

physically available in inventory. Therefore, they can\\'t be directly picked and delivered. 

*
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 Etc. 

Box 2: Inventory blocking 

Automatic hold on inbound purchase order inventory. 

Inventory blocking is part of the quality inspection process in Supply Chain Management. You can use inventory
blocking to prevent items from being processed or consumed. 

You can block inventory items in the following ways: 

Manually 

By creating a quality order 

By using a process that generates a quality order By using inventory status blocking 

Box 3: Inventory status 

Damaged on-hand inventory that can be transferred from a mobile device, leaving the undamaged inventory available. 

Set up and use inventory statuses 

You can use inventory statuses to categorize inventory. You can then initiate appropriate actions, such as
replenishment or put-away work. 

Here are some examples of ways that you can use inventory statuses: 

Create inventory statuses for on-hand inventory, inbound transactions, and outbound transactions. 

Specify a default inventory status for warehouse transactions. Change an inventory status for items before arrival,
during arrival, or when the items are put away during inventory movement. 

Use an inventory status to price items that are returned and to plan item coverage during master planning. 

Incorrect: 

*

 Quality Order The Quality management for warehouse processes feature lets you integrate item sampling controls into
the warehouse receiving process by using warehouse management processes (WMS). Warehouse work can be
automatically generated to move inventory to the quality control location, based on a percentage or a fixed quantity, or
based on every nth license plate. After a quality order has been completed, work can be automatically generated to
move inventory to the next location in the process, depending on the quality results. The Quality management for
warehouse processes feature extends the capabilities of the basic quality management feature. It provides the option to
create quality orders for the inventory that is sent to the quality control location, although quality orders aren\\'t always
required. Therefore, it allows for a lightweight quality control process that is based on warehouse work. 

*

 Nonconformance A nonconformance describes an item that has a quality problem. The nonconformance process lets
you create a nonconformance order that describes a quantity of nonconforming material, the problem source, the
problem type, and explanatory notes. 

 

QUESTION 2
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SIMULATION 

You are a functional consultant for a company named Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF). 

You need to regenerate a master plan named DynPlan for item number D0023. 

To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal. 

Correct Answer: See explanation below. 

 

You specify the planning method in the Master planning run dialog box. To open this dialog box, go to Master planning >
Master planning > Run > Master planning, or select Run in the Master planning workspace. 

Regeneration 

The regeneration planning method deletes existing planned orders, unless they are firmed. It generates new planned
orders, based on all the requirements. Regeneration is the only planning method that is available for static plans. 

1. 

Changes in supply are considered. These changes include changes in the forecast. 

2. 

This method respects the Period coverage code. 

3. 

This method supports product substitution functionality (PI). 

Select DynPlan in the Master Plan field. 

Select Regeneration in the Planning Method field. 

Enter D0023 in the Item Number field. 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to process the expedited photocopier replacement. What should you do? 

A. Release the order to the warehouse for shipping. 

B. Create and release a load for the order. 

C. Send the shipment to the warehouse before sending it to the customer. 

D. Create an advance exchange order. 

Correct Answer: D 

Configure and process an exchange on a return order. 

Note: Due to space constraints, school orders for photocopiers are shipped from the vendor to the school. 
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A school calls customer service to report that its photocopier is broken. The school needs expedited shipment of a
replacement. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/orderexchanges 

 

QUESTION 4

A company requires that a percentage of the building overhead costs as well as a percentage of overall labor must be
added to a costing sheet for each item. 

The company also requires that the labor and overhead costs be calculated independently and then rolled up to a total
amount. 

Which three actions should you perform to meet the requirements? 

Select all answers that apply. 

A. Select Cost group type as a node. 

B. Create indirect cost subnodes. 

C. Define the costing sheet format. 

D. Define the rate amount on the node. 

E. Define the rate amount on the cost group. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs to create new items that can be company owned or vendor owned. 

You need to create and set up the items so that they can be used as company owned or consignment. 

What should you do? 

A. Assign a non-stock service item model group 

B. Assign a moving average costing inventory model 

C. Activate batch dimension and assign a standard costing inventory model 

D. Activate owner dimension and assign a standard costing inventory model 

Correct Answer: D 
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